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COMMEMORATIVE ESSAYS
THE LEGAL STATUS OF CELESTIAL BODIES
BY.DR. MICHEL SMIRNOFF t
R ECENT development in the field of astronautics pose many legal
problems connected with the space flights. In a very short time the
dreams of Jules Verne have become reality and lawyers now have to face
many problems which some years ago seemed remote. Particularly in the
last two or three years one problem has become more and more fascinating
and has come to occupy more and more of the time of the outstanding
lawyers in the field. It is the problem of the legal status of celestial bodies.
With the successes of space flights and especially with the landing of
a Russian speceship on the Moon it became clear that the landing of
manned space vehicles on the Moon and other planets is only a question
of time and financial resources. This fact showed clearly that the problem
of the legal status of celestial bodies becomes one of the most important
problems of Space Law. There are many reasons why this problem grew
up to such an important issue. In a paper read before the Washington
Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space1 we spoke of this aspect of Space
Law as being one of the most important reasons to create a friendly
atmosphere among the peoples on Earth. As a matter of fact this problem
is closely connected with the possibility of finding some living beings
on planets. This could lead to two kinds of situations. In one variant we
could find on the planets living beings of very low grade of civilization
or without civilization, and our role would be to unite and to play the
role of guide to such beings. In the other variant we could find there
living beings whose civilization could be on a very high level. This
means that those beings could be much stronger than we are. In this case
mankind must be united to defend itself from those living beings from
other planets, or at least to be able to represent the united community
of Earth. Those ideas were marvellously presented in Washington at the
IVth Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space by Professor Harold
Lasswell.1
The other reason or set of reasons why the problem of the legal status
of the celestial bodies became so important is much more trivial. As a
matter of fact there is a definite possibility of finding rich metals, min-
erals and other deposits highly useful to mankind. It is very important,
therefore, even now when no manned space vehicle has landed on a planet
to find a legal system which will be able to prevent the propagation of
the rivalries between the peoples on Earth throughout the Universe. It
is quite obvious that the fact that if a country on Earth sends their
citizens to the planets with the wish to occupy them for that country
such action will immediately provoke suspicions of all other countries
and undoubtedly could lead to serious conflicts in space.
But there are many other reasons which speak in favor of a legal
regulation of the status of celestial bodies. It is obvious that it would
Member of the International Astronautical Academy; member of the Board of Directors
of the International Institute of Space Law.
' Smirnoff, Space Law as an Element of Understanding Among the Peoples on Earth, Paper pre-
sented at the IVth Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space, Washington, October 3, 1961.
' Lasswell, Anticipating Remote Contingencies: Encounters with Living Forms, Paper presented
to the IVth Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space, Washington, Oct. 3, 1961.
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be very dangerous if the celestial bodies could become a potential battle-
field for future conflicts between the peoples on Earth. One could easily
imagine the dangers which could come out of such a situation. The
neutralization of celestial bodies is therefore a postulate formulated by
many scholars.'
From the other side the utilization of the planets for the benefit of all
mankind presupposes the unity of that mankind and an agreement on a
broad international basis to enable mankind to use the unknown richness
of the celestial bodies. Enormous effort and incredibly large cost must
be incurred to utilize those bodies for the benefit of all the human race.
Many other reasons exist which argue in favour of such an agreement.
The scientific data which could be obtained for the studies on the planets
could be of a very high value for humanity. The peaceful uses of planets
for scientific exploration could open new horizons for mankind. Those
reasons are very numerous and some authors quote the possibility of
using the planets for stockpiling atomic bombs or fission dust. We hope
that it will never be necessary to use the celestial bodies for such pur-
poses. One thing is sure. Interest in the celestial bodies grew up to limits
which were never anticipated in this respect.
A problem now arises before the lawyers which urgently requires some
solution. This problem is the following: what will be the legal status of
celestial bodies which will provide the best solution of the questions
raised, giving satisfaction to all interested in the problem.
There are many proofs of the interest for this problem which exists all
over the world. In the Report which I presented as Chairman of the Work-
ing Group III of the International Institute of Space Law, in 1961 for
the Washington Colloquium, I quoted fifty-four works of the well known
lawyers" all dealing with the problem of legal status of the celestial bodies.
In my Report which I prepared for the Sofia Colloquium in 1962 the
number of those works grew considerably. Many international organiza-
tions concerned with the legal problems of Outer Space put the problem
of the legal status of celestial bodies on their agenda. It is enough to
mention such organizations as International Law Association, Interna-
tional Astronautical Federation, American Bar Association, Societe Fran-
caise de Droit Aerien, Centre d'Etudes du Droit de l'Espace et de l'Astro-
nautique, etc. In Washington, in October, 1961, three papers dealt directly
with the problem of legal status of celestial bodies,' and many other
treated this problem incidentally in their papers. The largest efforts ex-
pended were those of the III Working Group of the International In-
stitute of Space Law which worked on a final resolution in this field for
the Sofia Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space. This group enjoys the
'Meyer, Exploration of Outer Space and Neutrality, Paper presented to the IVth Colloquium
on the Law of Outer Space, Washington, Oct. 3, 1961; Korovine, 0 Neytralizacii i Demilitarizacii
Kosmosa (On the Neutralization and Demilitarization of Outer Space), 5 Mezhdunarodnaya Zhizn
109-10, Moscow, Dec. 1959; Kopal, The Legal Problems of Demilitarization and Neutralization in
Outer Space, Paper presented at the IVth Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space, Washington,
Oct. 3, 1961; De Nova, War in Outer Space and Neutrality, Paper presented to the Congress for
Space Law in Taormina, Italy, Nov. 2, 1960.
' Report of the III Working Group on the problems of the legal status of celestial bodies, pre-
sented by the Chairman of the Group, Dr. Michel Smirnoff to the IVth Colloquium on the Law
of Outer Space, Washington, Oct. 4, 1961.
' They were the papers of: Fasan, The Legal Nature of Celestial Bodies, Menter, Jurisdiction
Over Land Masses in Space, Verplaetse, Can Individual Nations Obtain Sovereignty Over Celestial
Bodies?
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Collaboration of such outstanding international lawyers as the Prince of
Hannover, Aldo Armando Cocca, Philip B. Yeager, Dr. Fasan Gonzaga
de Bevillaqua, E. Faria, and many others.
The great interest of the lawyers and lawyers' organizations proves
clearly that the time has come when a solution for the problem of legal
status of celestial bodies must be found. Many lawyers have expressed
their opinions and extended their concrete propositions in this respect.
Our task in this paper will be to offer a retrospective analysis of those
opinions. We are very happy to make this analysis in a volume which in-
cludes a set of articles in honour of one of the best known lawyers in
the world in the field of air and space law, Professor John Cobb Cooper.
One cannot forget that it was Professor Cooper who, in an outstanding
paper presented to the Stockholm Colloquium on the Law of Outer
Space,' told about "means of preserving the legal status of outer space
and of celestial bodies against new or expanded claims of national
sovereignty."
There are three considerations which must be always taken in account
in any analysis of the theories of the legal status of celestial bodies. Those
three considerations are present in almost all of those theories and they
explain many things in those theories. They are:
1. The novelty of the matter: The sum of knowledge which we now
possess about the celestial bodies is very small despite the fact that much
new information is being given to us by the data supplied by satellites
and rockets. Therefore, the first consideration which every lawyer must
face if he wants to deal with the problem of the legal status of celestial
bodies is this novelty of matter, or the difficulty which exists in applying
the classical legal notions such as sovereignty, occupation, discovery and
so on to the celestial bodies. In the course of our analysis we shall often
see how application of the classical forms to celestial bodies frustrates
the whole system of legal thinking. In any event, this first consideration
forces the lawyers to be extremely careful in applying the classical legal
notions and forms to the legal status of celestial bodies.
2. The political aspect of the problem: We already spoke about the
great interest which all peoples on Earth have shown in celestial bodies.
This material interest gives to the whole subject a purely political issue
which is detrimental to the purely legal aspects of the problem. There-
fore initiative at the level of the intergovernmental organizations such as
United Nations in this respect has been very slow. Because of the political
interests involved those organizations advanced very carefully. We are
quite aware that the political atmosphere surrounding the problem of
celestial bodies will present serious difficulties. However, it must not
stop the action of lawyers in their efforts to find a solution.
3. The interplanetary character of this problem: The fact that celestial
bodies operate outside terrestrial limits and are dealing with conceptions
which are outside of that normal frame of reference gives this problem
a specific character. This specific character is what Professor Valladao
referred to as the necessity to create a "Jus Inter Gentes Planetarium."' We
6 Cooper, Air Sovereignty and the Legal Status of Outer Space, Statement of Prof. Cooper for
the Hamburg Conference, 1960, of Int'l L. Ass'n, p. 1.
Valladao, Droit interplanetaire et droit inter genies planetaires, 1960 Internationalrechtliche
und staatarechtliche Abhandlungen 473-96.
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have already told about the possibility of finding some living beings on
planets which could in one moment completely alter all of our efforts
to find a solution for the legal status of celestial bodies. It is enough to
remember the words of Mr. Andrew Haley, one of the pioneers in the
science of Space Law when he says that the fact that some living beings
exist on planets presupposes some kind of invitation to Earth space-
ships to visit the planet.' It is quite clear that with such ideas we are
coming into a sphere of interplanetary solidarity which in turn pre-
supposes some interplanetary accords which would be based on principles
which probably will not be exactly the same as those on which our ter-
restrial international agreements are based. The interplanetary aspect of
this problem must never be forgotten if we want our efforts to be real.
Passing to the analysis of the theoretical battle which is now fought
all over the world about the problem of the legal status of celestial bodies
we must say that the first works in this sense were devoted to the legal
status of our natural satellite, the Moon. But very soon lawyers began
to speak of celestial bodies in general as a notion which encompases all
the celestial bodies.
In a Bibliography which we attach to this article it is clearly shown
that the literature about the legal status of celestial bodies comes from
all over the world; spectacular proof of the interest in that problem which
exists in all countries of the world.
We must say immediately that the theories advanced in this matter
vary greatly depending on the approach taken and solutions proposed.
However, we found in almost all these theoretical viewpoints the presence
of the three considerations which we noted earlier. In many of the theories
the conviction is present that our law of the Earth is in some way different
from Space Law. We quote a German lawyer, Mr. Adrian Buckling, who,
in one of his works, draws a vivid picture of Space with all its specific
characteristics which differs completely from the situation on Earth.
Coming back to the law problems Mr. Buckling concludes: "Unser
irdisches Recht kann in der Tat nicht anders als eine Funktion der Erde
begriffen werden."' This same idea struck us on reading the works of an
American lawyer, Mr. Philip B. Yeager, when he spoke about the future
space law; saying: "Extraterrestrial law, when it becomes reality, will
have to develop on the basis of what is, not what has been or even in
accordance with doctrines to which we on Earth are accustomed."'"
The basis for those conclusions is the nature of Space which is quite
different from the nature of Earth. Space is something that we know
very little of and something which is enormously greater in dimensions
than the relations on Earth. Although this difference in dimensions is
one of the main reasons for the differences which exist between the Earth
and the Space, there are many other reasons for that difference. We can
only mention the conditions of life on the planets, their unknown re-
sources, etc., which is all based on the substantial fact that we know very
little about the planets and Space in general. Only taking in account those
' Haley, Can Russia Claim the Moon?, The Am. Weekly 2 (in the Washington Post, Times
Herald) (Jan. 19, 1958).
'Buckling, Gebietshoheit fiber Himmelskorper, 12 Oesterreichisches Juristen Zeitung 319.
"0 Yeager, The Moon--Can Earth Claim It?, Legal Problems of Space Exploration 757, Wash-
ington (1961).
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preliminary considerations we can pass to our analysis of the theories ad-
vanced in this matter.
One of the characteristics of almost all the works dealing with the legal
status of celestial bodies is that they had two cornerstones on which the
works were generally based. Those cornerstones were broadly interde-
pendent, one on the other, so that practically the solution of one of those
main problems influenced the solution of the other: Almost every work
on the legal status of celestial bodies begins by applying the classical terms
of res nullius and res omnium communis to those bodies. Depending on
what solution the writer proposed in this respect he has fixed the con-
clusions to be arrived at in the other cornerstone problem, i.e., whether
the occupation of celestial bodies was possible or not. The conclusions in
this second problem are linked with all sorts of author's conclusions about
the problem of the sovereignty of the individual countries on Earth over
celestial bodies. Only in recent times have some authors begun to speak
about the futility of applying those terrestrial conceptions to the celestial
bodies. In this respect we must especially quote the Prince of Hannover"
and Mr. Nicholas Poulantzas" who are now proposing not to apply the
terms of res nullius or res communis omnium to celestial bodies which
could frustrate and give what the others would argue are erroneous con-
clusions in the matter of celestial bodies. An almost identical idea was
advanced by the United Nation's Ad Hoc Committee on the Peaceful
Use of Outer Space in 1958 during the first debate in the General As-
sembly on the establishment of that Committee." However, in the ma-
jority of cases the authors have accepted these premises in formulating
their ideas about the legal status of celestial bodies, and for the sake of a
systematization of those divergent opinions we shall group the authors
in three groups: those who are claiming that the celestial bodies are res
nullius, those who are saying they are res communis omnium, and those
who have an intermediate opinion not clearly for one or the other solu-
tion. At the end, we shall see the argumentation of those rare authors
who are thinking that the notions of res nullius or res communis omnium
are not appropriate at all in this scientific discussion.
We must bear in mind that a very serious conclusion is the necessary
consequence of the adoption of either of those theories. As a matter of
fact, if some authors admit that the celestial bodies are res nullius and
therefore capable of being occupied or discovered, then they admit the
possibility of the creation of a title of individual right of sovereignty on
the celestial bodies. This is a very grave consequence of that purely
scientific method of thought, and this consequence leads to the logical
conclusion that the sovereignty right of an individual state or even the
title to the possession of the celestial body or of its part for the benefit
of a society or individual person discovering or occupying the celestial
body does exist in the arsenal of legal notions. Before we proceed to the
analysis of those opinions we must say that there are many more scientists
who are denying the possibility of an individual occupation of the celestial
11 Prince of Hannover, Heinrich Welf, 60 Jahre Recht Zwischen Erde und -Weltraum, Vortag in
Celle am 27 Nov., 1961, p. 16-22.
12 Poulantzas, Imperium or Dominium, Paper presented to the IVth Colloquium on the Law
of Outer Space, Washington, Oct. 1961.
" U. N. General Assembly's First Collective Debate on the Establishment of the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. A/C 1/Pv. 994 (Nov. 12-24, 1958).
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bodies. The great majority of lawyers today admit that the celestial bodies
are res communis omnium and therefore that they are not capable to be
occupied by an individual state, society or person. We quote Faria, 4
Goedhuis," Keating," McDougal and Lipson,' Meyer," Pepin," Rode-
Verschoor,'5 Buckling," Valladao," Smirnoff" and many others. 4 Although
the arguments of all those scientists are not the same, they all support
the theory of the non-occupability of the celestial bodies and the impos-
sibility of applying to the conditions on the celestial bodies the "Earth-
bound principles and legal precedents in determining the validity of
future territorial claims to celestial bodies."'"
The diversity of those arguments is very interesting and we should
remind the reader that many of the lawyers quoted, like Faria and Goed-
huis, use the example of the Antarctic Treaty 1959 to show the identity
of reasons which do not admit the claims of the sovereignty of Earth
countries to celestial bodies. Others like Professor Meyer think that "der
Himmelaraum und die in ihm befindlichen Himmelskorper sich als eine
Sache darstellen die der Gesamtheit aller Mitglieder der menschlichen
Gesellschaft gehorten."'' Dr. Faria goes a step further and adds "and also
to all rational creatures of other civilized planets."' 7 Jessup and Tauben-
feld and also Smirnoff advocate an international solution without any
right of sovereignty of individual States but with the competence of the
Specialized Agency of the United Nations." Buckling talks about the
"Interplanetarisches Kooperationsrecht"" and Valladao is proclaiming the
creation of the "Jus Inter Gentes Planetarum."'" Col. Menter is for the
international regime of the celestial bodies with the jurisdiction of United
Nations over those bodies." Mr. Quigg seeks international control for the
14 Faria, Draft to an International Covenant for Outer Space, Paper presented to the III Collo-
quium on the Law of Outer Space, Stockholm, Aug. 16, 1960.
" Goedhuis, Air Sovereignty and the Legal Status of Outer Space, Report to ILA Conference
in Hamburg, Aug. 1960.
"8 Keating, The Law and the Conquest of Space, 25 J. Air L. & Com. 191-93 (1958); Keating,
Reaching for the Stars: Space Law and the New Fourth Dimension, 45 A.B.A. J. 54-57 (1959).
" McDougal and Lipson, Perspectives for a Law of Outer Space, Legal Problems of Space Ex-
ploration 417, Washington (1961).
18 Meyer, Volkerrechtliche Probleme des Weltraumgebiets, 1960 Internationalrechtliche und
staatsrechtliche Abhandlungen 326.
1 Pepin, Introduction to Space Law, 4 N.Y.L.F. 258-62 (1958).
"0 de Rode-Verschoor, Inleiding tot het Luchtrecht, 1960 Haarlem 171.
" Buckling, supra note 9.
" Valladao, The Law of Interplanetary Space, Paper presented to the Second Colloquium of the
Law of Outer Space, London, 1959, Proceedings 156-68, Springer Verlag, Vienna (1960).
' Smirnoff, The Role of IAF in the Elaboration of the Norms of Future Space Law, Proceedings
of the Second Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space, London, 1959, p. 147-55, Springer Verlag,
Vienna (1960).
'" For the other authors who dealt in their works with the problems of the legal status of
the celestial bodies we are directing the readers to two excellent and well documented works:
Lipson and Katzenbach, The Law of Outer Space, Report to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Project Reporters for the American Bar Foundation; Finch, Territorial Claims to
Celestial Bodies, Legal Problems of Space Exploration 626-36h, Washington (1961).
"Finch, supra note 24, at 636q.
28Meyer, supra note 18, at 327.
27 Escobar, supra note 14, at 1.
" Jessup and Taubenfeld, Controls for Outer Space, Legal Problems of Space Exploration 553-70,
Washington (1961); Smirnoff, supra note 23, at 151.28 Buckling, Interplanetarisches Kooperationsrecht, 55 Die Friedenswarte 305-16, (1960).
as Valladao, supra note 22, at 473.
8' Menter, Astronautical Law, Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Washington, D. C. Stu-
dent Thesis (1959).
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Moon but does not think that it could be treated like Antarctica." Mr.
Weinmann makes a very substantial argument against the possibility of
the notion of discovery as applied to the Moon for the simple reason
that everybody can see the Moon every night.33
But the arguments which persuaded us the most were those advanced
by McDougal and Lipson parting from the idea that any claim to the
celestial bodies "will carry a promise of reciprocity, combined wherever
possible with latent or expressed threats of retaliation or reprisal"" or
by Mr. Keating when he says "that the present rules of discovery and oc-
cupation cannot be applied to celestial bodies without increase of risks
of war." 3 We advanced the same arguments in our paper presented to
the IVth Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space in Washington inOctober, 19613
Although the group of the lawyers which advocate the impossibility of
the occupation of the celestial bodies is large we must say that some very
prominent lawyers have an opposite opinion, and many of them think
of celestial bodies as being totally or partially res nullius, i.e., capable of
being occupied. We include in this group Mr. Andrew G. Haley," the
American pioneer of the Law of Outer Space, Mr. Oscar Schachter,"
Julian Verplaetse,5 ' Mr. Charles Rhyne," Mr. Rehm Mr. Woetzel,42 Mr.
Potter43 and others. The arguments of the authors in this group vary
greatly. In his very interesting statement at the VIIth International
Congress of Astronautics in Barcelona" and in many of his numerous
articles," Mr. Haley declared that the Moon is a free territory or zone,
independent and autonomous. But a valid claim of sovereignty must in-
volve: (1) planting a flag on the moon's surface, (2) sending men in a
rocket to look at the other side of the moon, and (3) landing a small
colony on the moon. If in his above mentioned works Mr. Haley is ad-
mitting the possibility of certain occupation of the celestial bodies we
cannot forget that Mr. Haley elsewhere" wrote the following extremely
human words:
in any instance where there is reason to belieye that intelligent life exists on
a planet, no earth spaceship may land without having satisfactorily ascer-
32 Quigg, Open Skies and Open Space, 37 Foreign Affairs 95-106 (Oct. 1958).
" Weinmann, The Law of Space, 35 Foreign Service J. 2, 22-25 (April 1958).
34 McDougal and Lipson, supra note 17, at 417.
" Keating, The Law and the Conquest of Space, 25 J. Air L. & Com. 191-93 (1958), as quoted
by Lipson and Katzenbach in Legal Problems of Space Exploration 845, Washington (1961).
" Smirnoff, supra note 1.
" Haley, Space Law-The Development of Jurisdictional Concepts, Proceedings of the VIIth
International Astronautical Congress, Barcelona, 1957, p. 170, Springer Verlag, Vienna, (1958).
Can Russia Claim the Moon?, supra note 8; Space Law-Retrospect and Promise, Paper presented
at the XIVth Annual Meeting of the American Rocket Society, Washington, Nov. 16-20, 1959.
39 Schachter, Who Owns the Universe?, Across the Space Frontier 118-31, Viking Press, New
York (1952).
"' Verplaetse, International Law in Vertical Space 507, Madrid (1960).
" Rhyne, The Legal Horizons of Space Use and Exploration, 104 Congressional Record 6152-55
(April 22, 1958).
41 Rehm, Gebietserwerb im Weltraum, 1960 Zeitschrift fur Luftrecht und Weltraumrechtsfragen
1-10.
" Woetzel, Die Internationale Kontrolle der hoheren Luftschichten und des Weitraums 97, Bad
Godesberg (1960).
"'Potter, Moon-Usque ad coelum?, 1 Boston B. J. 28 (Nov. 1957).
"Haley, Space Law-The Development of Jnrisdictional Concepts, supra note 37.
" Haley, Can Russia Claim the Moon? and other articles supra note 37.
" Haley, The Law of Outer Space-Scientific and Anthropocentric Considerations, Space Law-
a Symposium 441, Washington (1959).
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tained that (1) the landing and contact will injure neither the explorer nor
the explored and (2) until the Earth ship has been invited to land by the
explored.
Mr. Schachter admits some rights of property in mineral resources of
the planets without requiring national sovereignty over the body itself,47
not treating the celestial bodies as res nullius. s Mr. Verplaetse on the
contrary thinks that the celestial bodies are res nullius and they can
be occupied either by wars or by agreements." For Mr. Rehm the partial
occupation of celestial bodies is possible but it must have some relation-
ship to the importance and bigness of the State which is doing occupation.
Mr. Rehm thinks that the rules of international law must also be applied
in Outer Space. But his conclusion is in favor of an international agree-
ment on celestial bodies under the auspices of the United Nations."0 Mr.
Horsford offers a very interesting argument in supporting the thesis of
the occupation of the celestial bodies. For him the right to assert sovereignty
would be an incentive to explore and develop the celestial bodies, and the
requirements of occupation and control have to be relaxed somewhat
when claim is made to a distant uninhabited planet.' For Mr. Jacobini
the traditional conditions of acquisition of new territory will apply on
the Moon. The ability to colonise is not even necessary, so long as the
state has the ability to withstand counterclaims and maintain order."2 In
the opinion of Mr. Charles Rhyne actual settlement on celestial bodies
must follow the occupation and discovery, which are not alone sufficient
to create a valid claim to sovereignty. But Mr. Rhyne indicates that if
men find some human beings on planets the relationship of men to those
beings must always be based on a policy of fairness and reason."a In this
respect Mr. Haley develops the theory of Metalaw with its main principle:
Do unto others as they would have you do unto them. 4 For Mr. Potter
the perfect title to the sovereignty on the Moon involves a long range
program of elaborate exploitation of resources on the Moon, so that
planting of flags and landing of rockets and scientific exploration teams
will not suffice."
The next group which must be considered is a group of scientists who
stand a little aside of the first two groups. Following the classification
given by Dr. Ernst Fasan in his excellent paper" we come to a group of
lawyers who especially treated the problem of the legal status of the Moon.
There are some very well known lawyers like Professor Arnold Knauth,"7
47 Schachter, supra note 38, at 11.
41 Schachter, Legal Aspects of Space Travel, 11 J. of the British Interplanetary Soc'y 14-16
(Jan. 1952).
" Verplaetse, op. cit. supra note 39, at 161.
'
5 Rhem, supra note 41, at 3.
"Horsford, The Law of Space, J. of the British Interplanetary Society 144-50 (May-June 1955).
"Jacobini, Effective Control as Related to the Extension of Sovereignty in Space, J. of Public
Law 97-119 (Spring, 1959).
a Rhyne, supra note 40, at 6153.
54 Haley, Space Law and Metalaw-A Synoptic View, Proceedings of the VIlth Int'l Astro-
nautical Cong. 435-50, Rome (Sept. 17-22, 1956).
" Potter, supra note 43, at 28.
96 Fasan, The Legal Nature of the Celestial Bodies, Paper presented to the XIIth Int'l Astro-
nautical Cong., Washington (1961).
'7 Knauth, If We Land There Soon, Who Owns the Moon?, 45 A.B.A.J. 14-16 (Jan. 1959).
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Mr. Philip Yeager, 8 Professor A. A. Cocca,5" Professor Gerd Rinck "° and
the others. The opinion of the late Professor Knauth is that the Moon,
being an Earth satellite, is constantly under the different right of sover-
eignty of some States on the Earth owing to the fact of the rotation of
the Moon around the Earth. Therefore, it is by the astronomical realities
impossible to find out a logical system of individual Earth State sovereignty.
Mr. Yeager admits the real possibility of the occupation of the Moon by
an Earth State, but his opinion is that "the solution of the sovereignty
problem must eventually lie in cooperative or reciprocally aided explora-
tion programs. '"" Professor Cocca's well known ideas about the legal
status of the Moon are "that the Moon is free for utilization by the States
of the Earth, that regarding the exploitation of its natural resources the
procedure shall be the same as that governing the exploitation of the re-
sources of the high seas and that, with regard to interplanetary travel and
in view of its position as a natural satellite, a Right of Way is to be
established on the Moon for States of the Earth." 2 Professor Rinck is of
the opinion that theoretically the celestial bodies are res nullius and there-
fore the theoretical possibility of an occupation does exist. But in Ham-
burg during the ILA Conference and in Stockholm during the III Col-
loquium on the Law of Outer Space in 1960, Professor Rinck argued for
an international agreement to prevent such an occupation. "
There is another group of scientists who are in favor of a system of
absolute freedom regarding the celestial bodies. The representatives of
that group are two well known French lawyers, Robert Hombourg" and
Professor Charles Chaumont." Although we are in favor of their the-
oretical premise, we think that it is too dangerous in the situation today
to establish a system of absolute freedom which could be the beginning
of all kinds of conflicts.
Some very interesting arguments were advanced by Mr. Jenks, Mr.
Becker, Mr. Danier, Mr. Huss, Mr. Mellor, Mr. Whipple, Mr. Katz Sidney,
Mr. Aaronson, Mr. Clarke, Mr. Kroell and others. We shall very shortly
give an account of these arguments. Professor Jenks thinks of celestial
bodies as of the res extra commerciume and his opinion is that "space
beyond the atmosphere cannot reasonably be regarded as a terra nullius."
If he admits in principle the possibility of certain adventurers launching
some private enterprises in space and on celestial bodies. Mr. Jenks ex-
plicitly asks for the international control of such adventurers." Mr. Jenks
also advanced a very interesting idea of an agency of the United Nations
'8 Yeager, The Moon--Can Earth Claim It?, supra note 10.
59 Cocca, Principles for a Declaration with Reference to Legal Nature of the Moon, Proceedings
of the Ist Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space, The Hague 1958, p. 34-37, Springer Verlag,
Vienna (1959).
" Rinck, Recht in Weltraum, 1960 Zeitschrift fur Luftrecht und Weltraumrechtsfragen
191-208.
"' Yeager, Letter to Dr. Michel Smirnoff from June 2, 1961, published in the Report of the
III Working Group of the Institute of Space Law to the Washington Congress, October 1961.
'" Cocca, supra note 59, at 37.
:a Rinck, supra note 60, at 197.
' Homburg, Introduction an droit de l'Espace, 1960 Revue Generale de l'Aire 14.
" Chaumont, Le droit de l'Espace 99, Paris (1960).
68 Jenks, International Law and Activities in Space, Space Law-a Symposium 90, Washington
(1959).
67 Jenks, The International Control of Outer Space, Paper presented to the IIIrd Colloquium on
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being vested with the title to any natural resources found on celestial
bodies and the authority to authorize the exploitation of such resources
on the basis of concessions or licenses."8 For Mr. Jenks the problem of
living beings on planets is too remote to be seriously considered now."'
For Mr. Becker, the rules of international law could not be applied to
the problem of legal status of celestial bodies either by analogy with high
seas or with terra nullius. New rules must be created but only after con-
siderable time during which the policy of "wait and see" is recommended."'
As with Mr. Becker, the Antarctica example is also quite acceptable
for the French lawyer Mr. Danier.7" Mr. Huss expressed an opinion that
possession is not necessary to claim sovereignty over the celestial bodies.
For him the fact that the United States in 1946 had some radar contacts
with the Moon entitled the United States to claim sovereignty on the
Moon. This opinion was promptly attacked by a Russian scientist Pro-
fessor A. A. Blagonravov, denying the right of sovereignty and occupa-
tion of the Moon."2
The French lawyer, Mr. Mellor, attaches a very great importance to
the economic moments in space exploration with the aim to discover some
new riches. He expects the interplanetary flights will bring new notions
in the private law, criminal law and property law.73 Mr. Whipple argues
that the Moon must be explored before the nuclear bombs should be
exploded there."4 For Mr. Katz Sydney the Moon is a "common world
territory" under the administration of United Nations." For Aaronson"6
the sole relevant law to a claim to the Moon would be "that provided
through the medium of international law-making treaties."
One of the earliest lawyers who dealt with the problems of Space,
Mr. Arthur Clarke presupposes the possibility of a collaboration of the
men from different Nations in the exploration of celestial bodies." He
thinks that the activity of men on planets will be scientific and not
imperialistic. Mr. Kroell, an outstanding authority in the classical air
law, stated" in an article that the living beings on planets could not be
placed under the norms of our terrestrial law either for their inter-
relations or for the relations between them and the men from the Earth.
In a great number of remarkable articles about the problems of Space
Law, Mr. William A. Hyman, one of the authors of Magna Charta of
Space, argues for the system in which no national sovereignty could be
extended in Space. He suggests that if national sovereignty of any State
extends indefinitely upward chaos in outer space must follow."
"8 Jenks, supra note 66.
9 Wilfred Jenks quoted by Lipson and Katzenbach, supra note 24, at 848.
"
5 Becker, The Control of Space, 39 Dep't of State Bull. 415-20 (Sept. 15, 1958).
72 Danier, Les Voyages Interplanetaires et le Droit, 15 Revue Generale de l'Air 422-25 (1952).
7 Huss, Let's Claim the Moon Now. Mechanix Illustrated 70-72, 160 (February 1957); and
the reply from Blagonravov, "Mechaniz Illustrated zayavlyayet pravo no Lunu" (Mechanix Illus-
trated Claims a Right to the Moon), 29 Ogonek 22 (July 1957).
"'Mellor, Astronantique et le Droit, 18 Revue Generale de*l'Air 399-408 (1955).
M Whipple, The Coming Exploration in Space, Saturday Evening Post, (Aug. 16, 1958).
7 Katz Sydney, Who Owns Space?, Maclean's Canada's Magazine 13 (Jan. 18, 1958).
7Aaronson, Earth Satellites and the Law, 220 The Law Times 115-16 (Aug. 26, 1955), as
quoted by Katzenbach and Lipson, supra note 24, at 848.71Clarke, On the Morality of Space, 40 Saturday Rev. of Literature 8-10 (Oct. 5, 1957).
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We are sure that our list of authors who have made statements about
the legal status of celestial bodies is not complete. It is obvious that in
so short an article it is quite impossible to quote all the authors who have
written about this problem. However, this work is written with the
aim of quoting at least representative members of all the different groups
of opinions in this respect. For this reason we shall finish our retrospective
analysis with some words about the authors from USSR and Eastern
European countries who have referred to the legal status of celestial
bodies. The first thing to say about the authors from that area is that
very few of them treated this problem at all. In the early works of
authors like Zadorozhny s° or Galina1 we could not find any hint in
this respect. Even by the later works of Korovine, Zhukov, Osnitzkaya,
Pobedonoscev, Kovalev, Tchuproy from USSR, and Milde, Zourek, Kopal
from Czechoslovakia, Reintanz from Eastern Germany, Gal from Hungary,
Zylicz, Sztucki, Machovski from Poland, Gabrovski, Marcoff from Bul-
garia we found only a very few works dealing with the problem of
celestial bodies and their legal status. We shall quote the Member of
'Soviet Academy of Sciences, Professor E. A. Korovine, speaking about
the problem of the relations of the peoples on Earth with the dwellers
from other planets and denying the right to colonize the living beings
"on a lower level of development than the human race." Professor
Korovine suggests however that before tackling the question of our rela-
tions with the dwellers of other planets the human race should concen-
trate on establishing order in its own house."8 Mrs. Osnitzkaya says that:
in order to avoid any possibility of rivalry between states which would be
fraught with the threat of a new war, it should be possible to establish that
a landing on the Moon, or in future on any other planet, gives no basis for
territorial claims. Finally, it is considered to be indisputable that, in accord-
ance with the general rule prohibiting war, planetary bodies must not be
utilized for military operation."
From Eastern European writers we quote the Hungarian author, Mr.
Gyula Gal who insists that it is absolutely necessary to prevent cosmic
imperialism. Mr. Gal is in complete accord with the official Soviet thesis
that claims should not be raised for the territories on planets. 4 The
Eastern German author, Mr. Reintanz, is even more clear when he
says: "it is necessary to prevent cosmic imperialism. The race would start
with the conquest of the Moon, then of Mars and Venus, since no one
would want to be left out of the sharing of interplanetary space."" The
Czechoslovakian lawyer, Mr. Kopal, although repeating the Soviet point
of view, which consists in renunciation of sovereignty over Antarctica
and over celestial bodies, points out "that the Soviet Union has not re-
80 Zadorozhny, The Artificial Satellite and International Law, Sovetskaya Rossiya, Oct. 17, 1957,
translated by Anne M. Jonas, The Rand Corporation, T-78, Nov. 12, 1957.81 Galina, The Equal Collaboration in the Peaceful Use of Cosmic Space, Izvestiya, Sept. 17,
1958, p. 5, translated in Space Law-A Symposium 515 (1959).
8 Korovine, On the Neutralization and Demilitarization of Outer Space, Int'l Affairs 82-83
(Dec. 1959).
" Osnitzakaya, International Law Problems of the Conquest of Space, Sovetzkiy Ezhegodnik
Mexhdunarodnogo Prava 65-71 (1959).
84 Gal, Air Space and Outer Space, Legal Problems of Space Exploration 1154-56, Washington
(1961).
8' Reintanz, Air Space and Outer Space, 11 Sprawy Miedzinarodowe, No. 12 (Dec. 1958).
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nounced any basis of claim to territorial sovereignty in the Antarctica."8
These illustrations demonstrate that there are very few authors in
Russia and Eastern Europe who are dealing in detail with the problem of the
legal status of celestial bodies. Therefore, it is very important to note that
the official Soviet viewpoint on that issue was stated by two outstanding
Soviet scientists the very day a Soviet rocket landed on the Moon. They
were Professor Leonid Sedov8" and the Member of Soviet Academy of
Sciences Mr. Topchiyeff. 8 The terms of the two statements were absolutely
clear and they offered the assurance that the putting of emblems on the
Moon did not represent any territorial claim. This Soviet statement made
by two very important persons has never been modified or altered and it
therefore represents one of the most important facts on which the further
development of the Space Law in this field must be based. The explication
which Mr. Kopal gave to this viewpoint seems to us to limit the original
statement a bit, but we are happy to note that for the moment we do
not find any such modification in any Russian publication.
We have now only to offer some words about the efforts of some col-
lective organizations in the field of the efforts on the theories of legal
status of celestial bodies. These efforts are very important, especially at
this time and we could not exclude their analysis from our paper. It is
quite clear that the most important organization is the United Nations
and with an analysis of its efforts in this field we shall finish our modest
work. At the beginning of our work we mentioned some international
organizations which had the problem of the legal status of celestial bodies
on their programs. Let us now proceed to the examination of the works
of following international organizations in this respect:




David Davies Memorial Institute of International Studies
Inter-American Bar Association
Centre d'Etudes du Droit de 'Espace et de l'Astronautique
United Nations Organization
It is obvious that it is quite impossible to quote all the organizations
which have dealt incidently with that matter, but those mentioned are
the most important among them. Undoubtedly, the organization which
dealt most completely with this problem is the International Institute of
Space Law of the International Astronautical Federation." Its III Work-
ing Group had the following problems on its program."
1. What theories have been advanced by recognized commentators as to
sovereignty over celestial bodies?
80 Kopal, Pronikani do vesmiru a mezinarodni pravo, (Penetration into the Outer Space and
International Law), 4 Mezinarodni Politika 242-46, as quoted by Crane, Guides to the Study of
Communist Views on the Legal Problems of Space Exploration and a Bibliography, Legal Problems
of Space Exploration 1011-36, Washington (1961).
87Sedov, Geroizm pokoritelei kosmosa, Pravda, Jan. 2, 1960, cols. 1-5.
88 The statement of Mr. Topchiyeff as quoted by Finch, Territorial Claims to Celestial Bodies,
Legal Problems of Space Exploration 627, Washington (1961).
" Smirnoff, The Role of IAF in the Elaboration of the Norms of Future Space Law, supra note
23, at 147-55.
98 Report of the III Working Group on the problems of the legal status of celestial bodies,
Washington, 1961, p. 2.
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2. What should be the legal status of the sun, the moon, the planets, and
other natural objects in outer space?
3. Can individual nations obtain sovereignty over celestial bodies?
4. What acts are necessary to establish the sovereignty of a nation over
a celestial body? For example, what would be legal effect of contact be-
tween: (a) a manned space vehicle and a celestial body; (b) an unmanned
space vehicle and a celestial body?
5. What is the extent of sovereignty over a celestial body?
6. How far does the sovereignty in a celestial body extend beyond the
physical substance of the body?
7. What theories have been advanced by recognized commentators as
to property rights in celestial bodies?"'
On the basis of that program the III Working Group during 1960-61
with the following membership, Chairman Dr. M. Smirnoff, Vice-Chair-
man A. A. Cocca, Members: P. Dembling, T. Donner, Escobar Faria,
Luiz Gonzaga de Bevilacqua, E. Fasan, Leif Gunnarsen, W. H. Prince of
Hannover, C. Vaiscoussis, a Russian delegate still unnamed, K. Kiriloff,
B. Nikolajevic, N. Pulantzas, P. B. Yeager, N. Kittrie and Professor
Chaumont worked out a Report for the Washington Colloquium on the
Law of Outer Space in October, 1961." The report elaborated a Resolu-
tion as follows: "The right of occupation and discovery does not exist
in the space which is considered as res communis and put under the
authority of the international organization created in accordance with
article 3."
This formula is the same which I offered in the II Colloquium of the
Law of Outer Space in London in 1959 and in article 3 of the Draft
Convention for Outer Space. A special organization dealing as a Specialized
Agency of the United Nations Organization and in close contact with
the International Civil Aviation Organization and other appropriate
international organizations" was foreseen. The Report was discussed at
Washington and it was decided that the Group should continue their
works on the elaboration of a new Report for the Sofia Colloquium.
During the year 1961-62 the Group worked by correspondence and
presented a new Report in September, 1962 in Sofia.
The International Law Association has had an item on the Legal Status
of Space on its agenda since the Dubrovnik Conference in 1956.
The Rapporteur is Professor D. Goedhuis and the ILA promulgated a
Resolution during its Hamburg Conference in 1960. The Resolution was
as follows:
4. "Recommends the conclusion of an international agreement whereby States
would agree not to make claims to sovereignty or other exclusive rights over
celestial bodies, and affirm the principles of law stated in paragraph 3 (a)
and (b) of this Resolution."
Paragraphs (a) and (b) were:
(a) Outer space and celestial bodies should be utilized only for peaceful
" Prof. J. C. Cooper is preparing some addendums for the different points of that program for
Sofia Colloquium in September, 1962.
9' Report of the Working Group III on the problem of the legal status of celestial bodies,
Washington, 1961, p. 26 with a bibliography.
sa Smirnoff, The Real Possibilities and the Main Principles of a Future International Convention
on Outer Space, Proceedings of Tokyo Symposium of Outer Space, 1960, p. 317-325.
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purposes to the greatest common profit of all mankind in accordance with
the principles of the United Nations Charter; and
(b) Outer Space may not be subject to the sovereignty or other exclusive
rights of any State.
At the Bruxelles Conference of ILA in 1962 the Outer Space problems
are again on the Agenda.
We already said that the American Bar Association sponsored a very
interesting work on the Law of Outer Space by Messers. Katzenbach and
Lipson. That work is so organized that one can easily find out what
different authors wrote about particular problems of Outer Space Law.
The American Bar Association continues its work in this field and it
would be very useful if a new Index could include all recent works.
A group of British lawyers at the David Davies Memorial Institute of
International Studies-Study Group of the Law on Outer Space prepared
a Draft Convention on the Space Law. In point 2.1, page 3, they said:
"Celestial bodies are not capable of appropriation-they are res communis
omnium."
A group of French lawyers at the CEDEA (Centre d'Etudes du Droit
de l'Espace et de l'Astronautique) edited a "manifeste de Droit de l'Espace"
in 1958 in which we read:
L'Espace interstellaire et les objets qui l'englobent ne doivent pas faire
l'objet d'une appropiation selon les regles traditionnelles de la propriete;
ils ne peuvent donc appartenir ni a un Etat souverain quel soit son regime
politique ou sa force economique ni a aucune, communaute humaine de droit
public ou prive et encore moins a ne individualite capitaliste. 4
The Inter-American Bar Association at its meeting at Bogota, Colombia
in February, 1961 adopted the text of the Magna Charta of Space, with
the points q) and r) particularly applicable to our subject:
q) The landing on any other planet containing life, or the occupation there-
of, by earthman shall not give to any nation on earth any right of owner-
ship or control of such other planet;
r) The peoples of the earth do hereby declare that they recognize the rights
of sovereignty, ownership and control of any other planet by the inhabitants
hereof;"'
All those organizations are purely private and their work is also purely
private. Their task is and has to be of a great importance however, simply
because of their independent character. The work of those scientists pro-
vides an enormous material and documentation for future intergovern-
mental efforts in the field of the legal status of celestial bodies. Their
work could be compared with the work of Comite International Juridique
d'Aviation which was created in 1910 and in following years drafted
the Code de l'Air which helped greatly all the works of the intergovern-
mental conferences on air law.
The intergovernmental initiative on the problem of the legal status of
celestial bodies has come from the United Nations Organization. We can
safely say that the majority of scholars proposed solutions to the legal
problem of celestial bodies by an organization under the auspices of
"Bohn, Fondements du droit spatial (avril 1962).
9s Hyman, supra note 79, at 11.
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UN." The initiative in the UN itself began on December 13, 1958
when finally after many negotiations an Ad Hoc Committee for the
peaceful use of Outer Space was created. The Committee, boycotted by
five of its 18 members (USSR, Poland, Czechoslovakia, UAR and India),
met on May 6, 1959, and worked in two Sub-Committees. We are
especially interested in the works of its Legal Subcommittee under the
chairmanship of Professor Antonio Ambrosini. That subcommittee pre-
pared the legal part of the Committee Resolution 1348 in 1959. (June 12,
1959). That Resolution divided all the problems of space law into two
groups, high and low priority. The problem of celestial bodies was con-
sidered as a low priority problem. In December, 1959, the two big powers
USA and USSR succeeded in reaching an agreement on the Membership
of the Ad Hoc Committee so that six new members were added to the
eighteen existing (Austria, Lebanon, Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary and
Rumania). In a Resolution 1472 of December 12, 1959, Part B, an
International Conference on the Problems of Outer Space was proposed
for 1960 and 1961. In an address to the General Assembly of United
Nations President Eisenhower 7 proposed that "celestial bodies are not
subject to national appropriation by any claims of sovereignty." For
reasons of minor importance the Committee did not meet during 1960
and 1961. It was not until late 1961 that this Committee met and voted
a Resolution which became the Resolution of UN General Assembly 1721
dated December 20, 1961. In that Resolution on the proposal of Australia,
Canada, Italy and the United States "the application of international
law and the Charter of the United Nations was recommended to states
for their guidance" in settling problems of Outer Space and celestial
bodies." The Resolution also stated that celestial bodies are open for the
uses of all states, but for peaceful uses only and that they are not subject
to national appropriation.
The Committee met again on March 19 to 29, 1962 and rendered its
Report on March 30, 1962, in which it stressed the need for international
cooperation in Space. The Report also expressed satisfaction on the ex-
change of messages between Mr. Nikita Khrushchev and President Ken-
nedy, which started with Mr. Khrushchev's letter of February 25, 1962
following Glenn's flight, and stressed the -need of exchange of informa-
tion and registry of launching objects into orbit, emphasizing the needs
of meteorology, telecommunications, etc. It is quite clear that this is a
very rapid step forward. After many years of slow progress the year 1962
gave us hopes that the problem of legal solutions to Outer Space especially
mentioned in the letters of Mr. Khrushchev and Mr. Kennedy will be
nearer to solution.
We are not, however, forgetting the difficulties which may arise in this
respect. The direct negotiations between Hugh Dryden and Blagonravov
which took place as a result of the exchange of letters between two Presi-
dents will probably produce some concrete results in purely technical
matters. In the field of law the solution is not yet so near. The declaration
about the application of International Law and UN Charter is a big step
"0 To name only some of them: J. C. Cooper, Andrew Haley, Dr. Pepin, 0. Schachter, Eilene
Galloway, Smirnoff, etc.
07 International Negotiations Regarding the Use of Outer Space, 1957-1960, Legal Problems of
Space Exploration 1009, Washington (1961).
98 Hyman, supra note 79, at 7.
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forward but it does not solve the problem because this application in
the Outer Space and on Celestial Bodies could be only limitative. There-
fore, the big task before the lawyers all over the world is the prepara-
tion of the terrain for further direct intergovernmental negotiations. We
hope the efforts of those lawyers will be fruitful.
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